INCOMING
TRAINING EXPERIENCE

IN ITALY
LEARNERS

INTRODUCTION
Our Company

SCF Model

The deep bound between the Scuola Centrale Formazione
and its network of a 100 VET centres, located in 11 regions,
led ITACA to develop a strategy to manage and organize the
internships' experiences in Italy: a strategy that takes into
consideration the personal needs and growth of young
participants.
Working within the Vocational Education and Training (VET)
context, and realizing many of its strategic objectives
through the international cooperation, the strategy of Scuola
Centrale Formazione and Itaca is inspired by the
communitarian politics that aim at promoting the
internationalization of education, and specifically by the
Bruges' communique, which designs strategical objectives
(2011-2020) concerning the internationalization of IeFP,
and by the Europa 2020 strategy.
A good amount of attention has been therefore reserved
from SCF, and specifically to the educational and vocational
pathway, that students, trainers and teachers carry on at
their arrival in Italy. Thanks to the active integration of its
own associative network, the logistic organization of the
transnational mobility's experiences in Italy passes through
Itaca Cooperative that completes the formative offer of SCF
granting a package of necessary logistic services.

The purpose of SCF is to organize quality professional
internships, that display a sustainable welcoming experience
through the promotion of reciprocity in the formative
mobility. The SCF model is characterised by the cooperation
with the VET centres that belongs to their own associative
network and that made themselves available to welcome in
their structures students and trainers coming from all over
Europe, giving them the possibility to practice their
professional internships and job-shadowing experience at
specialised companies of the respective territories, acquiring
and strengthening their own professional and social
capacities.
The training activities of the members of SCF include several
target's typologies: youngs, adults, workers, people with
special needs and they offer a wide range of selection for
who desire to accomplish a formative transnational
experience in Italy.
The Incoming activies see the involvement of the
Federazione Associazioni Rurali Italiane (FARI) to which SFC
adheres, which is constituted by organisations committed to
initiatives and activities connected to the rural development,
vocational education, cooperation towards development and
social and working integration.

OUR SERVICES
PREPARATION (HOW)

EVALUATION AND FOLLOW UP

SCF incredebly believes in the importance of preparation
towards the training mobility experience, as a consequence,
it entails virtual interaction -previous departure- through
skype, finilised to the preparation of the interns, to better
fulfil the expectations and define an efficient and adapt
training program.

A Welcome Meeting will be organized at the arrival of the
participants, during which the interns will receive a welcome
kit, containing tools to evaluate (an evaluation card whose
participant is responsible for and another one whose
company is responsible for and a mobility diary) that will
enable a constant monitoring e a careful evaluation on the
mobility pathways.

PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIPS
Once receveid the cv's of the interns, one selects the hosting
CFP that begins the research of the companies, on
professional-based level, of the linguistic competences, of
previous working experiences and personal attitudes.
MONITORING
Every association has to identify within their own structure a
tutor, a point of reference for the interns and responsible of
the tutoring activity and monitoring of the entire mobility
experience.

CERTIFICATIONS AND FINAL DOCUMENTATION
At the end of the mobility experience, SCF and Itaca deliver a
partIcipation certification to the interns, signed by the
hosting company.
SCF and Itaca, collaborating with the hosting CFP, redact a
final report which contains all the information on the
mobility experience and cooperate to redact and validate the
Europass Mobility's certifications together with the
sender agency.

They belong to Scuola Centrale Formazione VET centres in
the north, central and south of ITALY. A total of 45 member
institutions operating in 11 regions .

BOLOGNA
Bologna is the council of the homonymous metropolitan city
and of the Emilia-Romagna county. Is the seventh most
populated Italian council and it is the seat of the most
ancient University of the western world.
The historical city centre – one of the largest in Italy – hosts
a lot of students.
Bologna is an important junction for road and rail
communications in northern Italy.
In the Bologna’s area are located important mechanic,
electronic and food industries . The city is con-firmed as
international destination thanks to the touristic sector in
continuous growth.
It is seat of prestigious cultural, economic and politic
institutions and is one of the one of the most advanced
fairgrounds in Europe. In 2000 it was the “European capital
of culture” and in 2006 city of the music” for UNESCO.
The host VET Centres in this county:
CEFAL Emilia Romagna
FOMAL

FOMAL
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

FOMAL realizes personal and professional-oriented
pathways addressed in particular to the youth and it
manages quality services devoted to for the support of family
and members that suffer from social vulnerability, driving
each of them to fulfillment of their life's project.
FOMAL is an accredited agency from Emilia Romagna region
and it belongs to the Educational and vocational system.
Both venues located in Bologna and S.Giovanni in Persiceto
organize courses for the following professional
qualifications:
Operator in Catering Industry (Kitchen and Bakery, Cafe,Hall)
Operator in Beauty Treatments ( Hairstyles and Beautician)

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS
Care workers
Social and Health workers
Education
Aesthetics/Hairdressing
Catering

. Apartments
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

CEFAL ER
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

CEFAL ER dedicates its effort to offer adequate answers to
the educational and growth people’ needs, experimenting
and developing intervention models opened towards sociale
changes and flexible to-wards the new requests coming
from the territory.
CEFAL's flagship is the formative enterprise, on of the first
in Italy and nowadays reference point of whoever
approaching to this kind of model that put together the
training and the company, in Italy and abroad.
CEFAL' s training offer is people’s cultural, moral and
psychological development-oriented and it goes salso
towards the personal realization of the job, intended as
individual realization sphere and social integration where
everybody can express his capacities.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS
Social and Health workers
Education
Administration
Catering
Commerce

. Apartments
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

MILAN
Milan is the second council with the highest population in
Italy, it’s the main town in Lombardia region, of the
homonymous metropolitan city, and centre of one of the
most populated metropolitan areas in Europe.
Milan is the main economical and financial centre of the
Italian peninsula: Milan led the industrial development
during the economic boom period, being part of the
industrial triangle together with Turin and Genoa. F
or what concerns the cultural dimension, Milan is the
principal centre of editorial and it is at the top of the world
music circuit thanks to the lyric season at the Scala's theatre,
and also thanks to the Opera's far-reaching tradition.
It is one of the main European exhibitions centre and of
industrial design, and it is considered one of the global
capital of Fashion.
The host VET Centres:
Fondazione Luigi Clerici
AFGP - sede di Milano
ECFOP

FONDAZIONE
LUIGI CLERICI
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE
The Luigi Clerici Foundation it is dislocated territorially on
19 venues, distributed in the following cities: Milan, Monza
and Brianza, Lecco, Lodi, Pavia and Bergamo; and on the
Piedmontese territories with a Venue in Turin. The activities
are principally oriented in: three-years courses of
professional qualification pathways for the fulfillment of the
professional diploma of technician- IV year.
Courses and personalized formation for disabled.
apprenticeship courses
courses for adults
4200 companies beneficiaries of services and formation
courses national projects and international relating to
different thematic areas (Education and technology,
academic innovation, welfare, mobility, safety, culture…).
PROFESSIONAL SECTORS
Care workers
Social and Health workers
Education
Administration
Aesthetic and Hairdressing
Mechanic
Mechatronics

IT (Information Technology)
Agri-food
Graphic
Electric and electronic
Heating and Plumbing
Sport
Catering
Art and Culture
Communication

SERVICES
Accommodation:
. Hotel
. affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

AFGP - Centro di
Formazione Padre
Piamarta
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE
AFGP realizes education and vocational courses, for young
people whose formative duty is compulsory; Superior
training courses, destined for diplomats and graduants;
Continuous and Permanent training Courses, intended for
the employed, the unemployed and the non-workers.
Following this experience, A.F.G.P developed relationships
and cooperations with schools, companies, institutions, trade
associations,that grant both seriousness and competence to
A.F.G.P by working through three different venues
distributed on the Lombard territory: Brescia, Milan and
Remedello.
In Milan the VET centre of Padre Piamarta developed his
training activity in the electricity and electronic's industry, in
mechanics and metallurgy, in poligraphy, paper, converting
in editing and communication, in It, in enterprise's services
and hospitality. The centre also deals with training
experience related to people with disabilities of juvenile as
well as mature inadequateness. Furthermore it participates
to the Formapprendisti Network that delivers formation and
apprenticeship services, it promotes service for orientation
and formation which are addressed to adults experiencing
employment's difficulties and it also promotes follow-up
activities for employees.

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Catering
Mechanic
Electric
Welding
Social and Health workers
SERVICES:
Accommodation:
. Hotel
. B&B
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

ECFOP - Vimercate
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

ECFOP was founded in Monza in 1955; from 1973 the VET
centre has been recognized and conventioned with the
Lombardia's region. It also sets up post-compulsory school
through the actualization courses financed by Lombardia
Region, by Social European Fundings.
Since 2012 E.C.Fo.P has become part of the detached venue
of Vimercate that nowadays host two different
specialization: Bread making and Bakery and Multimedia
Graphic Operator- and periodically organizes courses for
adults.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Bakery
Graphic

. Host Families

The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

PADUA
Padua is an Italian council, which is the chieftown of the
homonymous city in Veneto. It is the third council with the
highest population after Venice and Verona, which is the
pivot of the metropolitan area more largely populated in
Veneto.
The city is developed within the Brenta and Bacchiglione
river, fundamental flows of water for the citadel economy.
The two flows of water have a fundamental impact for the
citadel economy and a huge commercial function to link the
city with the nearby Venice.
The university of Padua is within the most re-known
universities in Italy and in the world, and within the most
ancient ones -second only to Bologna's one.
The industrial area of Padua is one of the biggest in Europe,
and it includes over 1300 enterprises, with a remarkable
productive and industrial diversification, which includes the
biggest muldimodal platform in Italy.
The host VET Centres in this county:
IRPEA
CFP L. Pavoni - Montagnana
Fondazione Irea - Este

L.Pavoni
of Montagnana
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The VET centre ‘Lodovico Pavoni’ of Montagnana (Pd),
accredited by Veneto region since 1982, offers a three-year
based diurnal pathway for adolescents that are compelled to
fulfil a formative duty and who posses a middle school
diploma. The VET centre ‘L. Pavoni’ realizes vocationalformative projects in connection with comprehensive
Institutes and high school establishments of Montagnese
and Estense’ region, and since 2002 manages a Consulense
and Orientative centre for adolescents and families, whilst in
the Superior Formation field, the association “La Famiglia”
promotes and organizes courses aimed at the abilitation to
autonomous exercises for hairstyle and beautician’s
activities, and since 2003 also courses for health workersmore specifically sociomedical operators.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Social and Health workers
Wine
Mechanic
Electric
Commerce
Aesthetics/Hairdressing

. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

IRPEA FOUNDATION

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The I.R.P.E.A foundation offers services related to the
children education ( Primary Education and nursery), to the
formation of young professional and adults, to the assistance
of people with disabilities, to the hospitality of students,
workers off-site, pilgrims and people that are looking for a
sojourn in Padua for studying, work, tourism or for example
with healthcare.
The I.R.P.E.A. internally counts the VET centre called
Camerini Rossi which proposes an integral formation for the
individual, a qualifying upgrade of the staff and an adequate
methodology of learning to acquire new technologies,
getting acquainted with the necessities of the labour market,
putting specific attention, in agreement with the productive
system of the Paduan area.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Care workers
Social and Health workers
Education
Administration
Automotive
Graphic
Heating and plumbing

. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

IREA FOUNDATION
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE
Since it was created, the IREA mission has been focused on
the care for the person to understand his or her needs, to
create responses and to manage service in the formative,
vocative and assistive area. The ideal reasons to whom
projectuality and action of the IREA foundation appeal to
come from the centrality of the person and the respect for
life, in the acceptance and valorization of all his or her
expressions. The convinction that people with disabilities
have the same foundamental rights of the rest of the citizens
constitutes the pivotal element, starting point to leave room
for personalized projects of assistance, education, formation
and work integration, seen through a social inclusive
perspective in regards to people with disabilities. The idea
that every decision, initiative and project, the main interest
of the child must be a preminent consideration which also
represent the pivot of childcare services managed by IREA.

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS
Care workers
Social and Health workers
Education
Pharmacy
Aesthetics/Hairdressing
SERVICES
Accommodation:
. B&B
.Apartments in city centre
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

TREVISO

The province of Treviso is a territory deeply marked by the
waters of the rivers Piave, the Sile and the Livenza with their
evocative river landscapes that intertwine with the gentle
hills and the green countryside dotted with elegant noble
residences. A land whose capital - Treviso - is declaimed by
the poets as a "courteous city", is a land where one breathes
an atmosphere of calm and serenity, the same that, in the
eighteenth century, led the Venetian aristocracy to choose
Treviso as ideal vacation spot. Of great naturalistic impact is
the Regional Natural Park of the Sile, which stretches along
the entire length of the river along which different
landscapes wind: wet and marshy areas close to the source,
tortuous and violent stretches near the capital and lagoon
landscapes in the near the mouth. The northern Marca,
where the Piave marks the border with Belluno, is the land
of wine, with the long rows of vines that cover most of the
territory and the important wine production centers of
Conegliano and Valdobbiadene.
The host VET Centre in this county:
Fondazione Opera Monte Grappa - Fonte

OPERA
MONTE GRAPPA
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The VET Centre ‘Fondazione Opera Monte Grappa’, associated
with Scuola Centrale Formazione, welcomes around 600
adolescents offering courses free from charges, developed
on a three-year based course and finilized to the
achievement of a third and fourth level qualification EQF in
the mechanical industry, manufacturing, body work, car
reparing, sales, tourism, electronics, plumbing and
personalized formation courses.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Industrial mechanic
Bodywork
Commerce
Heating and plumbing
Electronic
Tourism

. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

BRESCIA
Brescia is an Italian council, county seat of the homonymous
Lomabardia’s province. It is the second most populated
county in the region, after Milan.
Brescia it is amongst the principal economical and
productive centre of the Country and it is famous for the
remarkable Mille Miglia car race and for the production of
the Franciacorta wine. The economy of the province is
divided between industry, market, handicraft, services,
agricolture and tourism.
Like the majority of the economy from North of Italy, the
complex of Brescia is constitued by small and medium
enterprises, in conjunction with big industries, that space
from the food sector to the engineering one.

The host VET Centres in this county:
A.F.G.P. - Centro Artigianelli
A.F.G.P. - Centro Bonsignori

AFGP - Centro
Artigianelli
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The A.F.G.P. operates through three different venues
distributed along the Lombard territory: Brescia, Milan and
Remedello.
In Brescia, the Artigianelli VET Centre has activated a diurnal
three-years based pathway to answer to the educational and
vocational necessities of the juvenile who would like to
access the work realm, possessing specific competences.
The development of new demands and of new educational
methodologies led the Artigianelli Centre progress in the
research of systems that put attention and focus of training
activities at the service of young students.

Accommodation:
.B&B
. Apartments
. Affiliated residences

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Electric
Mechanic
Graphic
Agricolture - Plant sector
Sociale and Health workers

The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

AFGP - Centro
Bonsignori
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The A.F.G.P. operates through three different venues
distributed along the Lombard territory: Brescia, Milan and
Remedello.
At Remedello the Bonsignori Centre is situated within the
academic establishment called ‘Bonsignori Institute’ that
includes the VET centre, the Institute of Superior Instruction
specialized in agricolture and It studies, State-recongised
private middle school of first degree and Scientific High
School.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Agricolture
Electric
Mechanic
Administration
Catering

. B&B
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

GENOA
Genoa is an Italian council, county seat of the homonymous
metropolitan city and of Liguria region it is the biggest
council of the region, sixth Italian council and third in
Northern Italy for population, as well as fifth for the
economic movement. It is the heart of a vast metropolitan
area, the city belongs to the industrial triangle Milan-TurinGenoa.
Facing the Ligurian Sea, its history is connected to the navy,
commerce, but also to banking institution. Known for
allowing Cristopher Colombus, Giuseppe Mazzini, Goffredo
Mameli and Niccolò Paganini its harbor, the largest in Italy,
is one of the most important in Italy and in Europe.
The host VET Centres:
- Villaggio del Ragazzo
- CFP "E. Fassicomo" Scuola Grafica Genovese

VILLAGGIO DEL
RAGAZZO
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

Il Villaggio del Ragazzo is a Diocesan Opera founded by Don
Nando Negri in Chiavari in 1946. It promotes and manages
educational, socio-health, assistance, work, training and
professional updating services.

Accommodation:
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Care workers
Social and health workers
Electric
Mechanic
Catering
Wood
Tourism
Sport
shipbuilding industry
Aesthetic

Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

"E. Fassicomo"
Genovese School of Graphic
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The VET centre “ E. Fassicomo”- Genovese School of
Graphic is a commercial institution, that manages the
Graphic school of Genoa. The VET centre takes its name from
the priest from Genoa who founded the institute: Don
Eugenio Fassicomo.
Thanks to the collaboration with the Ligurian Regional
Committee of E.N.I.P.G. (National establishment for graphic
instruction), the school monitors from close by the
occupational situation of the territory and it has a tight
bound with handicraft and small and medium-size
companies of the sector.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Multimedia Graphic and Print

. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

FERMO

Fermo is a council of the homonymous county seat in the
Marche. It is the archiepiscopal See. It is located 6 km away
from the Adriatic see.
The city of Fermo was the venue for superior studies, since
the institution of the University by hand of Lotario the first
(825), which was attended by students coming from all over
Italy, and specifically from the central area, but also from
near the Abruzzo, namely from students from Illirya and
Germany.
Fermo hosted structures to welcome students.
Fermo was within an industrial sector dedicated to the
production of footwear. Today the area near Fermo is
economically active in two industrial manufacturing districts:
the shoes district and the hat district.

The host VET Centre:
.CFP Artigianelli

ARTIGIANELLI

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

In 1980 it was established the “VET Centre” which extends
its educational activities to adults as well as to the juveniles.
From 1946 to our days, more than 3000 students and adults
have been professionally educated. Many became workmen
and specialized technicians, more than a thousand ex
students currently practice the artisans and entrepreneurs.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Mechanic
Heating and Plumbing
Welding
Shoes
Bakery

. Apartments
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

CATANIA

Catania is an Italian council, county seat of the homonymous
metropolitan city in Sicily. It is the heart of a big urban
agglomerate of around 700 000 residents which is extended
to the Mount Etna foothills.
It is also the centre of the metropolitan area that it is most
densely populated in Sicily, and of a wide conurbation known
as the linear System of the Oriental Sicily, which counts
almost 1.700.000 inhabitants on a surface of 2.400 square
km.
The city is the economic and infrastructural fulcrum of the
South-Eastern part of Sicily.
It is the principal industrial, logistic and commercial centre
of Sicily, and hosts the Vincenzo Bellini airport.
The city disposes of several centres full of economic
activities which orbit around its metropolitan area.

The host VET Centre:
. Fondazione ODA

ODA FOUNDATION

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE
The ODA Foundation has been working in the field of
vocational training since 1970, in full compliance with the
principles of the Social Doctrine of the Church: making
people autonomous who would otherwise remain on the
margins of society due to unfavorable social, physical and
economic conditions without means and opportunities for
autonomy and personal fulfillment.
Pioneer in Southern Italy in the field of rehabilitation and
professional training of people with disabilities, the ODA
Foundation, a moral body with personality legal canonical,
recognized by the Presidency of the Republic, invested
considerable resources in the creation of numerous training
centers.
Realities, present throughout Sicily, which for 50 years have
offered diversified training proposals
(in IT, health, tourism, commercial, artisan fields,
social), tailored to each training need: basic, superior and
continuous.
The ODA Foundation has within it: Four Rehabilitation
Centers, 1 Housing Community for minors, 4 training
centers, 1,500 assisted and 500 employees.

SETTORI PROFESSIONALI
Care workers
Social and Health workers
Education
Aesthetics/Hairdressing
Catering
IT (Information techonology)
Bakery

SERVICES
Accommodation:
. Apartments
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

FOGGIA

Foggia is the county seat of the homonymous province, in
Apulia. It is an important commercial centre, developed
mostly after the powerful reclamation reconstruction of the
Tavoliere. It is the fair trade centre of International
agricolture and of Zootechnics.
In Foggia there are several industries that operate in various
sectors: alimentary, textile, chemical, mechanical and in the
production of construction’s material.
The city is the metropolitan Archbishop See (also
headquarter of autonomous university since 1999) and also
centre of ancient agricolture and mercantile traditions,
finding itself in the centre of the widest plain valley in Italy.
The host VET Centre:
- IRFIP - Pietramontecorvino

IRFIP
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The I.R.F.I.P- The Religious institute of the VET centre is an
association known to be no-profit, established in may 2004
by hand of the Parish Priest Don Vito Ciullo. The venue is
within a beautiful Ducal Palace that is located in the centre
of the Medieval Borgo of Pietramontecorvino.
The four pivotal interest focus of I.R.F.I.P. are: superior
formation; compulsory vocative duty; disadvantage areas; the
formation of employed and unemployed.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Catering
Bakery
Social and Health workers
Care workers

. B&B
. Affiliated residences
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

TRENTO
Trento is an Italian council, county seat of the homonymous
province of Trento and of the Trentino- Alto Adige regione.
Trento represents extreme territorial diversities, and also
population-related.
The city population is not centered only in the city, but also
in several scattered centres and suburbs, very different from
each other, and they still maintain a proper identity, urban,
non-urban, rural and mountain.
Trento started as an industrial city to the centre of Service
Sector with a well-established industrial activity in the
peripheral area of North Trento and a wide agricolture
activity (apple and grape) in the countryside of the suburbs
of South Trento.
Tourism is hugely central as well ( cultural-wise and hikingwise ). The richest and more proficuous sector remains
nonetheless the commercial one.
The host VET Centre:
. Artigianelli Institute for Graphic arts

Istit. Pavoniano ARTIGIANELLI
per le arti grafiche
SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE VET CENTRE

SERVICES

The Artigianelli Institute for graphic arts in Trento is based
on the educative experiences of a value system, proper of the
Congregation founded in 1847 by the holy L. Pavoni,
Brescian priest who devoted his life to the less-fortunate
adolescents, founding the first graphic school in Italy,
precisely in Brescia in 1821. In this structure, in agreement
with the autonomous province of Trento, religious and
secular people offer a vocational proposal for young and
adolescents which aims at fulfilling the formation of the
individual in all of its components; cognitive, emotional,
religious, relational, rational and of values.
A VET centre, a pathway og high-quality graphic training, an
innovative academic laboratory, two cooperatives and a
cartoon multinational company all coexist within the
Artigianelli. This Institute is supported actively by a network
of collaboration such as as high-schools, universities and
public authorities, various companies and important centres
for research and innovation.

Accommodation:

PROFESSIONAL SECTORS:
Multimedia Graphic

. Apartments
. B&B
The logistic package can include:
Transfer from/to the airport
Local transports
Italian language course
Cultural activities

CONTATTI
ITACA

SCUOLA CENTRALE FORMAZIONE

COOPERATIVA SOCIALE
95131 CORSO SICILIA, 24 F CATANIA
WEB: HTTP://WWW.IN-ITACA.IT/
MAIL: INFO@IN-ITACA.IT

COORDINATION OFFICE
40122 VIA MARCONI 49, BOLOGNA
WEB: HTTP://SCFORMAZIONE.ORG/
TEL: 051.0568980

